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MGMC will discontinue production of Slime Mold Divination Kits and shut down 
plants  

Saint Paul, Minn.  

MassGlobalMegaCorp announced today that it will discontinue its Slime Mold Divination Kits 
effective as of November 30, 2019. No further shipments will be made after this date.  

The pre-recorded statement came today from a large format image of MGMC’s Supreme Leader, 
Dr. Aldous Benson, projected on the laboratory wall. The voice behind the image said very plainly 
that the world’s largest dream corporation will shift its focus away from novelty items and move 
toward products that serve a more practical purpose, like very dry sticks and pistachio people.   

“Our success with Slime Mold Divination Kits was exciting,” said the very large and ominous-
looking image of Dr. Benson above the crowd of workers. “But too much excitement can have an 
unhealthy effect on individual nervous systems and, by extension, the broader social ecosystem.” 

An unnamed spokesperson for MGMC, who appeared small to the point of insignificant 
compared to the large projection, announced that the slime laboratories will be shut down 
immediately. The mole men workers who assembled for the announcement during their lunch 
break were told by the spokesperson that the mass layoff was necessary to ensure that they won’t 
develop an unhealthy attachment to worldly things, like their jobs.  

“At MassGlobalMegaCorp we make surprise moves so that our mole men worker are always 
caught off guard,” she said, speaking at the workers in a detached voice. “After all, we would not 
want you to revolt and try to take back the means of production.” 

For more information about the discontinuation of slime mold kits, visit the MGMC website 
where you can see for yourself that all evidence of the kits has been removed from the site.  
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